BOOK REVIEWS
William Morris's Socialist Diary: edited by Florence Boos
History Workshop.
In July 1979 I enjoyed a brief stay at Kelmscott, where Florence Boos
was editing the diary that Morris kept between January and April, 1887.
Although it is an important document of Morris's political activity, few
writers have commented extensively on it. In his biography of Morris,
J .W. Mackail reprinted long excerpts from several entries (vol. 11, pp. 16980), although seldom did he discuss their importance. That the diary is
crucial to an understanding of the complexities of socialist politics in 1887
becomes apparent, however, in Edward Thompson's study of Morris.
Thompson relied heavily on the diary in his reconstruction of the activities of the Socialist League (1955 edn., pp. 502-25), but was likewise selective in his use of it. Thanks to the painstaking research of Florence Boos,
we now have a richly edited version of the entire work. The diary appears
in the latest issue of History Workshop Journal (no. 13, Spring 1982, pp.
1-75), supplemented by some 200 exhaustive footnotes, an excellent introduction to Morris's political work, biographical notes on the individuals
mentioned in the text, and several important illustrations.
"The chief purpose of the diary," Morris wrote, "is to record my impressions on the Socialist movement." It is surprising that he found time
to record anything, given his prodigious efforts on behalf of socialism in
the ninety three days chronicled. Amongst numerous other activities,
Morris undertook some thirty speaking engagements, toured the mining
districts around Newcastle and Glasgow, wrote extensively for Commonweal, and, with Belfort Bax, prepared several articles on Karl Marx. Moreover, he still found time to comment on both the parliamentary affairs
of his day and the debates on tactics and policy within the Socialist League that were already threatening to tear it asunder.
What emerges from the diary is a picture of Morris as an amateur and
frustrated agitator. While he was deified by many ardent supporters, his
working class audience was often unable to share his vision. Morris was
aware of this. On no less than eight occasions he noted his difficulty in
communicating with them: "I guess I tried their patience as I got 'lectury,' " he wrote, "and being excited went on and on till I had gone on
too long." At times like this Morris despaired of changing popular consciousness. Moreover, the diary indicates that he held reservations about
the effectiveness of socialist agitation even before 'Bloody Sunday.' In-
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deed, it may have been partly the experience of repeated failure in the
arena of socialist propaganda that led Morris to qualify his opposition to
parliamentary and municipal action, as he did in The Labour Prophet in
January 1894. As much as Florence Boos would like to suggest a large degree of uniformity in Morris's policy of abstention from such action, there
is much ambiguity in his later thought, and her conclusions will be debated.
The publication of the diary is a significant event in Morris scholarship,
and in order to celebrate it, History Workshop sponsored a William Morris
Day in London on May 1st. An afternoon session consisted of four talks:
Anthea Callen's 'Women in the Morris Circle;' Keith Harding's 'Morris and
the Irish Question;' Alun Howkin's 'Rural England and News from Nowhere;' and Stephen Yeo's 'The Westminster Dung Market.' In the evening
Vic Gammon and Alun Howkins performed a variety of socialist songs,
taken primarily from Morris's Chants for Socialists. It was a lively event,
full of the comradeship for which the workshop has become renowned.
But the Morris that emerged in these celebrations was not the Morris of
the diary. The former was the visionary of community, a vision already
shared by most of those at the gathering. The latter was the activist gradually coming to appreciate the difficulties of generating a community
that others could not see. This is the Morris that often gets lost amidst
successive waves of veneration for him. As Florence Boos reminds us, the
diary provides perhaps the most accessible introduction to his political
activity. As such, it sheds invaluable light on the problems inherent in
Morris's policy of'making more socialists.'
Chris Waters

Burne-Jones Talking: His conversations 1895-1898 preserved
by his studio assistant Thomas Rooke. Edited by Mary Lago:
John Murray 1982 £12.50.
Thomas Matthew Rooke was a tailor's son who came to Burne-Jones'
studio in 1869, when the work for the Firm was particularly heavy, as
one of his many assistants. Out of these assistants, Edward Clifford was
the ablest (his Merlin and Nimui can hardly be told from the original),
and Fairfax Murray the busiest, but 'little Rookie' was by far the most
sympathetic. He fitted perfectly into the household at the Grange; three
years after his arrival he married the governess, and in 1879 he was
'loaqed' to Ruskin to make architectural drawings. Undemanding, industrious" with thei e'nviabl~ gift of hero-worship, he felt that he was living
among the great, and between 1895 and 1898 he recorded all that he
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could of the conversations of Master and Mistress (his own phrase) and
their friends and visitors. Georgie, the source of moral strength, certainly
knew what he was doing. and Rooke·s diaries are the outcome of a kind
of loving conspiracy, providing notes for the great biography to come. If
Burne-Jones had found him at it, of course. he would have been furious.
He could not bear anyone to take down what he said, as Selwyn Image
discovered when he tried it.
How did Rooke manage to get down so much? If he was working at
a high level on a large canvas he could make notes above the Master's
head, or he could leave the lunch table early, as he explains, 'with a generally smiled-at warning that I was spoiling my digestion by doing so' to
write down all that he had heard during the morning, or he could wait
till the light failed and work in the studio was over. He trained his memory for the actual words 'just as thay had flown together crystallised into immortal sayings', and a comparison with Burne-Jones· letters (there
are many thousands of them) show that he caught the tone exactly.
Even when Georgie had edited and copied out the manuscript after
the Master's death it ran to 416 pages. Professor Mary Lago, from the
University of Missouri-Columbia, has been at work on it for several years,
and with her customary skill, firm-mindedness and fine scholarship has
abridged it to about one-third of the original length. This is a big cut, and
Burne-Jones maniacs, like myself must regret a hundred things that are
left out, but we have enough wits left to feel deeply grateful for the perseverance with which the project has been put through. I believe it was
the publisher who suggested the title 'Burne-Jones Talking', and that is
exactly what many people will now have a chance to hear.
There was a good deal that the ageing Burne-Jones didn't talk about
to Rooke - the depths of his melancholy, his restless desire for bohemian company and 'theatricals', his passion for May Gaskell - but on every
safe subject he chatted away, lightly or seriously. Indeed the variations of
tone, from denunciations of boiled carrots, through wry reminiscences of
the past, to a deep horror of cruelty and barbarism, are characteristic of
every description we have of Burne-Jones· conversation - its delicate
shifts, its jokes and half-jokes, its quicksilver mobility. Behind it, and
alongside it, the dedicated processes of painting Love and the Pilgrim and
A valon continue, shut off by the studio doors from Georgie's fierce and
humorous energy. The day-to-dayishness of the diaries it itself a precious
thing, and it makes the glimpses of Wildeand Beardsley, and Rossetti as
he had once been, all the more vivid. Above all, there is the presence of
William Morris. These were his closing years, the Kelmscott Chaucer time,
'the end of the tale'. Through Rooke's scrupulous notes can we watch
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Burne-Jones' hopes coming and going. 'One thing I was always frightened
of has been spared,' he told Rooke, 'I was so dreading that this disease
might have got to his brain, and that would have been quite unendurable
- but he was himself to the very end. There was for a short period a look
of something like indignation in him, but that soon passed away, and he
died like a little child.'
Mary Lago's notes and introduction are clear and helpful, and every
source has been meticulously checked. I have to take issue with her, however, over one point in the introduction. Burne-J ones was not, as she
says, 'a last survivor of a landmark movement in art' but one of the first
of the Symbolists, and a notable influence on Picasso and the school of
Barcelona. If English painting had followed him, instead of padding along
behind the Impressionists, it would have turned out much more interesting than it did.
Penelope Fitzgerald.
• There is a copy of her typescript in the Library of the V&A Museum.

Socialism and Ecology, by Raymond Williams, Socialist
Environment and Resources Association, n.d., 7Sp.
Raymond Williams devotes most of his pamphlet to persuasive arguments that the ecological problems besetting us at both national and international levels will only yield to the application of socialist principles.
The case is well put and deserves to be widely read. The same cannot be
said unfortunately for the historical introduction and its treatment of
Morris's position, both of which raise many questions. He begins by
pointing out that from the earliest decades of industrialisation critics
were not wanting in Britain to emphasise its disastrous effects on the environment. Their standpoints varied, but 'there was undoubtedly a very
general tendency to see industrialism as the disturbance of a 'natural
order'." But in fact there had been destructive intervention in the natural environment before industrialism, and' certain methods of farming,
over-grazing, destruction of forests, had produced natural physical disasters on an enormous scale.' It was failure to understand this which led to
'an in-built tendency to contrast the damaging industrial order with the
undamaging, natural, pre-industrial order,' and 'that is a false contrast.'
Leaving on one side the definition of a natural order, which it could
be argued has not existed in areas where man has predominated since he
left the hunting and gathering stage, this is surely not true of England,
on which the argument is focussed. Progressive deforestation since the
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Neolithic took place to make room for settled agricultural, but this culminated in the open field system with rotating crops i~ttoduced in early
Anglo-Saxon times, whose ecological soundness was atie~ted by it,s very
long life until it finally foundered in the late eighteenth century. Some
damage was caused by, for example, quarries, early mining and charcoal
burning, but this was on a very small scale. Williams quotes the expansion
of the wool trade under the Tudors which led Sir Thomas More to complain that the sheep were eating men, as an example of the damage to people and to the land which 'happened in the rural economy from the rural
economy.' It is, of course, an example of damage and injustice to the common people, with which history is replete, but the switch from arable to
pasture can surely be held to be a 'natural physical disaster.'
There was also, say Williams, 'simplification the other way round'.
When socialism began to distinguish itself as a separate movement, it was
against a background of stark poverty, and so there was a tendency to
make production an absolute priority to solve this central problem regardless of its effects. A century-and-a-half of dramatically increased production has, however, not abolished poverty, and here Raymond Williams
pays tribute to Morris, whose 'critique of the abstract idea of production
was one of the most decisive interventions in the socialist argument.' Instead of the simple capitalist quantum of production, he began asking
questions about what kinds of production and for whom.
The sources and nature of Morris's understanding are sympathetically
handled, and then Williams goes on to ask why this understanding was
not sustained after Morris's day. The reason, he says, was that Morris too
was a victim of the delusion very general in his century, 'the delusion
that before factory production, before industrial and mechanical production, there had been a natural, clean, simple order. For Morris it was located, as for so many nineteenth-century radicals and socialists, in the Middle Ages.' This is followed by the familiar critique of News from Nowhere:
that we are introduced to a society where all is sweetness and light, but
'where the problems of production have not just been questioned, as in
that earlier, necessary intervention... but have been pushed out of sight.'
And, the author concludes, 'the association of that notion of deliberate
simplification, even regression, with the idea of a socialist solution to the
ugliness, the squalor and waste of capitalist society has been very damaging. All it leads to really is a number of individual and small group solutions, such as the arts and crafts movement, or people like Edward Carpenter and a whole succession of good, plain-living, honest and honourable people who have found this way of coping with and living through
the twentieth century.'
It is of course, impossible to answer such a critique adequately within
a short review. Perhaps the first thing that needs to be said is that among
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the many reasons for the failure of Morris's thinking to sustain its influence on the early socialist movement, an important factor was the absence
of any readily available corpus of his socialist writings, so that it was easy,
as Williams has done, to take News from Nowhere out of context. Morris
was fully justified in contrasting the ransacked environment of his own
day unfavourably with that of the Middle Ages,when at its level of production and techniques, a very satisfactory ecological balance existed; and
it must be emphasised that his lectures show that far from being a mere
sentimentalist, he had a deep historical understanding of the period. The
positive features of handicraft production and the collective aspects of
agriculture and village life in the Middle Ages really existed and he drew
lessons and encouragement from them when contemplating his own bleak
times. News from Nowhere reflects these features, but we must remember that it is a dream, and not a political programme, which is centrally
concerned with imaging a society which could provide everyone with opportunities for creative work. But it also contains a most realistic description of the transition to a socialist order which might permit such a society, and if Edward Carpenter and others have used it as a basis for 'small
group solutions', it is only by dint of wilfully shutting their eyes to its
emphatic message that the new society can only be achieved by collective
action. Morris cannot be blamed .any more than any other great thinker,
for the distortions to which his thought has been subjected since his death.
Richard S. Smith
Note. It is a paradox worth mentioning that the fortune which Morris inherited from his father was based on a mining venture, Devon Great Consols, which inflicted considerable damage on the Tamar Valley, an area of
great natural beauty. For a full account of the Company, one of whose
mines was named 'Wheal Emma' after Morris's mother, see Frank Booker.
The Industrial Archaeology of the Tamar Valley, David and Charles, 1971.

The first Ke1mscott Lecture
WILFRID SCAWEN BLUNT AND THE MORRISES
by Peter Faulkner, is
available from the Society, Ke1mscott House,
26 Upper Mall, Hammersmith, London W6 9TA at
£2.00 post free
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The Journal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies: V q1. 11 .No. 2 .May 1982.
Ed. Francis Golffing: published from 272 Middle Hancock Road,
Peterborough New Hampshire 03458 USA .at 7 dollars 50.
Annual subscription 9 dollars (2 issues).
Not so young a journal as the low serial numbers suggest: under a name
now abandoned began publication in 1977. Carries excellent critical and
scholarly articles on Pre-Raphaelitism and the streams that flowed from
it into the next generation. This issue is given to Dante Gabriel Rossetti
who died on 9th April 1882. The transcript of a BBC interview with
Helen Rossetti Angeli, and the fruit of some research into the neglected
area of King's College School and its parent the University of London,
fill out the family side: friends like Simeon Solomon and Swinburne are
subjects of two studies: there is a sharp look into the politics of PreRaphaelitism: one short piece looks at Rossetti's first two paintings and
the poems attached to them and a longer one looks at some of his Marian
poems (including those two)~The House of Life sonnets are the ground
for two more articles, and there is a study of the ballad element as exemplified in Sister Helen. With all this, and 17 interesting illustrations,
we have a good fistful: well worth the sub., and a challenge to our own
inquiries.

Brit"ish Design since 1880: a visual history by Fiona MacCarthy.
Lund Humphreys £17.50 and £11.95. Designed by Herbert &
Mafalda Spencer.
This is derived from the exhibition, Homespun to Highspeed arranged in
1979 for the Sheffield City Art Galleries by Ms MacCarthy. To make a
shapely book from catalogue material has problems of digestion and balance, of getting far enough from the raw material of notebook and card
index. In an exhibition, there is much that the objects must say for themselves, enlarged by their visual relation. In a book, flat on the page and
separated, they need, however excellently reproduced, help in saying even
the things that were obvious in exhibition; the author's task is partly descriptive, but chiefly analytical.
Let us start with the things. A wide range of characteristic objects,
well photographed and beautifully reproduced, is offered. In part display
of personal enjoyment, in part visual gazetteer of the typical, the book
will clearly have value as an instant style~uide, not least for design and
design-history students: and the latter part of the text, dealing with the
post-1945 period, shows that this is a market at which it is aimed: as no
doubt it is aimed at the collector and dealer.
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Ms. MacCarthy is a journalist, not a theoretician or historian. In the
earlier parts, she shows no very strong sense of historical development, of
the economic and social structures which prevail to affect the work of designer/producers at any time. References to Ruskin and Morris are frequent
but she does not penetrate the period,or those two lives: chronology wavers, ideas are displaced, and we seem to be going round in a smallish circle
from which, with relief, we are flung out around 1942 with Utility Standards. And from this point she is at least speaking of things as experience,
not quotations from catalogues or objects in cases, but encountered in
the shops. Consequently the writing, which sometimes is as if dashed off
for Joyce Grenfell to read to the Poet Laureate, is better. She is capable,
though, of saying some rum things: of the 1960's (by which time she was
launched into her career of design journalist) - 'British design had never
got quite so near vulgarity' What is one to do with that?
Since she is a journalist, it is style and fashion that catch her attention.
She reads DIA, SIAD, Crafts Council, Design Council and other reports
and makes abstracts from them about modern processes, technical factors,
financial elements, changes in the self-view of the designers and their periodic attempts to arrive at some sort of common vision of their function,
some recognition of that function by the public. But she seems to take a
lot on trust and not much to form real views of her own; nor does she
seem to have practical understanding of making and designing. The selected objects show that she enjoys, has preferences, perceives style, but not
that she gets inside the processes. She is always re-arranging the ideas of
others - but not on the plane of ideas.: she is closer to the buyer and the
salesman than to the engineer or craftsman. She observes the interesting
phenomena of change from decade to decade in our shops, our homes,
without seeming to see why those changes are evident at particular points:
for instance, that the seriousness of early '60's design retreats before the
gay, the frivolous, the outrageous, the escapist through the seventies and
into the present, because throughout the never-had-it-so-good, millions of
young people were in work, had more money to spend and more confidence in the spending of it, than any generation in the whole history of the
world. And not the young of a small class, but the young of, above all, the
numerous urban proletariat, served by the chain store and finance house
and the irresistible flood of production. Does she see that the attempt
to assess the possible character of British Design in the eighties is undercut by the nature of the distributive, as well as the manufacturing processes?, Th~ High Street shops are not only chainstores, supermarkets - moving out as hypeJji1}arketSi but they are outlets for the ubiquitous products
of a h~ctic, overproducing, multinational hightechnology industry in which
process is more and more taking precedence over construction: and now
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in a recession which draws into one net the whole capitalist world - even
the magic land of Japan not untouched, design as we have thought of it
may be in final retreat~ And who can buy its products out of empty pockets? for what units of consumption will the units of production produce?
In her packed if skimming account, Ms. MacCarthy speaks in a number
of places of the 'ruralism' of Ruskin and Morris, and it is easy to see why.
Nevertheless it is wrong: nor are their ideas the same, above all not after
1871. Ruralism whether English West Country or US West Coast, is quite
another thing than anything in Morris. The transformation of the country
in News from Nowhere is not primarily of the countryside, but of the
country as social entity. There is a tough socio-political dimension to all
Morris's thinking, however pretty the pictures he makes for us on the way:
he is about advance, not about retreat. Of a living person, she remarks
on David Mellors' setting up of a small highpowered workshop in Sheffield as if this were another flight to the apple orchard; yet this is in the
great Sheffield tradition, already described by Defoe in 1724, unbroken
by the rise of the giants like Firth-Brown.
Still, she has gone through an immense amount of material, offers a
valuable list of British Design Collections and an extensive bibliography
of books and catalogues she has found useful; a list of designers as well
as general index: all in all, a good spring board for design students with a
critical eye.

Art Nouveau Style by Laurence Buffet-Chaille. Academy'Editions £15. 95 & £9. 95. Original French edition, Baschet et Cie.
translated by Geoffrey Williams.
This is not a book so much as an illustrated guide to objects now newly
fashionable: things which eighty years ago stood in hostile relation are
now happily married, sought after, collectable - under the name of Art
Nouveau. It is well-got up: very much about style, fashion, identification,
laid out in sections which introduce individual designers as well as the typical features of the genre and of the Arts and Crafts and Aesthetic movements which, more particularly in England, preceded and generated it however much the founding fathers - Morris, Crane, Lethaby - might
hate their ultimate offspring - and they did.
Reproduction is good and full; the text suffers from sticking too close
to its original. French lends itself to hyperbole and flamboyance, qualities well suited to writing about Art Nouveau, but the translator has now
and then been overwhelmed by the idiom and even actual words of the
French with bizarre effect.
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The text is chiefly short essays and biographical/technical notes on designer-craftsmen, mainly French and Belgian; some German and Austrian,
one or two English, and the Glasgow group. What is said on Morris and
the earlier English designers shows no great familiarity, but is needed as
the run-in to the real meat:Galle, Majorelle, Guimard, De Feure, Horta,
Plumet. It is Galle who emerges as the greatest: fine as others may be, none is so brilliant and yet so practical as this heir of the submerged tradition of the old Duchy of Lorraine: what Galle perceived and made was of
and for his own time; but behind his own sensibility was that of Callot
and Bellange and the others whose invention went into the great triumphs
and masques of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and, freed from
the obligations of everyday, released an extraordinary vein of fantasy, religious, princely, sensual, superstitious, diabolist, to be revived in the late
19th century and trickle into the sand with Co eteau.
The balance of illustrations is uneven for the earlier period, but when
we come to the mainstream - the collectable articles to which buyer and
seller need this sort of guide - we get a great deal of good illustration;
though towards the end too some unhappy limits are exposed. The final
section, Architecture, is perfunctory - but who but a Howard Hughes or
a Saudi Prince could regard buildings as collectable objects? while the
section Objets d'art and the Female Form - yes, that is the title - shows
many poor examples, banal and ill-conceived. For this I think there is no
excuse. Art Nouveau made great creative use of the female form merging
with or emerging from plant forms, animal forms: from flowing water,
flowing air expressed by blown veils; often elegant, sometimes beautiful. There is not much elegance here: what should be erotic is more pornographically banal; and symbolism, the most important aspect of all, seems
not to be understood. It ought to be remembered that (pace M. BuffetChaille) what the inverted chauvinism of culture-snobbery long since persuaded us to call Art Nouveau, was for the two decades of its actual gestation in these islands, THE NEW ART. That sheds a very different light on
everything. More than style (the focus of this book) is involved and the
forms and symbols used in domestic no less than art objects, belong not
just to the art trade but to the aspirations of the period, elsewhere given
political expression in socialist and anarchist agitation; not at least in the
too-slowly rising tide of feminism. This is what makes that title, Objets
d'art and the Female Form, so astonishing. In a larger view, we should
have had reference not to the Female Fonn, but to the NEW WOMAN,
who had a central place in the dynamic of the NEW ART, even in some of
its luxurious and exotic expressions: she began to emerge in the paintings
of Ro.ssetti and Burne-Jones, the romances of Morris.
Ray Watkinson
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